
Model:S30



Model: S01

Model: S07

PRECIOUS 

Grasping the pulse of the times, demonstrating fashionable life, combining modern office latest fashionable 
elements, it is novel, leading-edge, open and stylistic. It has the new experience of fashion, and understands the new 

and graceful appeal of modern office life.

Exquisite and natural taste

PRECIOUS 
Quality opinion



Model: S31

PRECIOUS 
Quality opinion



Model: S25

Model: S32

The doctrine of simplicity is to simplify the design to its essence and emphasize its inside fascination. In this realm 
that interweaves modern and future, simplicity produces rationality, order and professional sense.

The inspiration from nature is smooth and pretty. Imported quality materials, pure, primitive, soft and elastic; 
irresistible fascination suits man’s nature, creating refreshing and elegant space environment, and reflects casual, 
relaxing and random office style.

Exquisite and natural taste



Model: S04

Model: S11

Simple style means succinct, elegant but user-friendly living environment. It is practical and comfortable, allowing individualized creation 
and expression besides function, elegance and harmony. It satisfies spiritual and aesthetic needs in the quick rhythm of modern life.

The colors are vivid, harmonious and elegant; the shapes are simple and novel; the lines are graceful and smooth; the work is meticulous---
this is artistic creation, and is exquisite of inspiration of experts.

Exquisite and natural taste



Model:S13

Model:S06

Perfect products are precious because of creative ideas. Flexible and adjustable designs are in accordance with Perfect products are precious 
because of creative ideas. Flexible and adjustable designs are in accordance with ergonomic theory, and fully save the limited office space, 
Perfect products are precious because of creative ideas. Flexible and adjustable designs are in accordance with ergonomic theory, and fully 
save the limited office space, ergonomic theory, and fully save the limited office space, 

Exquisite and natural taste



Model:S18

Model: S10

Model:S05

Simple style means succinct, elegant but user-friendly living environment. It is practical and comfortable, 
allowing individualized creation and expression besides function, elegance and harmony. It satisfies spiritual and 
aesthetic needs in the quick rhythm of modern life.

The colors are vivid, harmonious and elegant; the shapes are simple and novel; the lines are graceful and smooth; 
the work is meticulous---this is artistic creation, and is exquisite of inspiration of experts.

Exquisite and natural taste



Model: S29

Model: S28

Model:Y02 (black)
600X400X500mm

Model:Y01 (black)
900X900X400mm

Simple design is really refreshing, which lets you have a facile imagination and boosts morale in office and increase efficiency. 
Flexible and variable shaping language, bright colors, create today’s new trend of office furniture

Utmost perfection and bright colors create today’s new trend of office furniture. Whether it is harmonious and graceful, or 
brilliant and outstanding, it will further add to your dignity, achievement and self-realization.

Exquisite and natural taste



Model:Y03 (yellow)

Model:Y03 (black)
1200X600X400mm

Model:Y04 (black)
600X600X400mm

Model:Y04 (yellow)
600X600X400mm

1200X600X400mm
Model:Y04 (yellow)

The creative inspiration and wisdom is the source of trend leading; steady and elegant appearance comes with 
endless intelligence; noble and graceful quality fully demonstrates free and unrestrained styles.

Exquisite and natural taste
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